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Halo observations provide evidence of airborne cubic ice
in the Earth’s atmosphere

Marko Riikonen, Mika Sillanpää, Leena Virta, Daniel Sullivan, Jarmo Moilanen, and Ismo Luukkonen

An ice crystal halo display that contains several previously unknown halo phenomena was observed in
Northern Chile. Analysis of computer simulations of the halos demonstrates that most of the new halo
arcs in the display can be explained by the presence of airborne and preferentially oriented crystals of
cubic ice. These observations therefore provide evidence of the existence of the cubic phase of ice in the
Earth’s atmosphere. © 2000 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 010.1290, 010.2940, 290.5850.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric halos are rings and arcs of light in the
sky. They are the result of reflection and refraction
of sunlight or moonlight by ice crystals in the atmo-
sphere, usually in cirrus or cirrostratus clouds in the
upper troposphere.1 All well-documented halos so
ar have been caused by crystals of hexagonal ice ~ice
h!. The most common form of halo-making crystals
s a hexagonal cylinder or plate with basal faces at
heir ends, which gives rise to the 22° and 46° circular
alos and their associated arcs. Less common are
he hexagonal crystals with developed pyramidal
1,0, 21,1% faces having a pyramid apex angle of

56.1°. These crystals cause circular halos with radii
of 9°, 18°, 20°, 23°, 24°, and 35°, as well as their
associated arcs.1,2 There is also some evidence of the
presence of nontypical pyramidal crystals with high
pyramid apex angles between 170° and 176°. These
crystals are believed to give rise to elliptical halos:
rare transient phenomena observed close to the po-
sition of the Sun in the sky.3

The possibility of the existence of ice with a cubic
crystalline structure ~ice Ic! in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere has been discussed in several papers.4–9 One
way to analyze the particle content of the atmosphere
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is to study scattering produced by these particles,
that is, to study halos. In 1981 Whalley4 proposed
that the historic reports of the occurrence of a rare
circular halo of 26–29° radius known as Scheiner’s
halo, for which there was no photographic evidence,
provides evidence of the existence of ice Ic in the
atmosphere. As a possible cause of this phenome-
non, Whalley suggested halo formation by the octa-
hedral form of ice Ic crystals, the halo-making pairs of
faces making an angle of 70.5° with each other.
Given the fact that the density and hence the refrac-
tive index of ice Ic and ice Ih are almost equal,5,10–12

randomly orientated ice Ic octahedrals would produce
a circular halo around the Sun of 28° radius.

Apart from Whalley’s claim, no further evidence of
naturally occurring airborne ice Ic is known. In lab-
oratory experiments, ice Ic is produced when water
vapor condenses on a substrate whose temperature is
around 180 K. If the temperature is too low, amor-
phous ice would be formed.4,5 It has been suggested
that water droplets are able to freeze to ice Ic in some
amounts at approximately 230 K.4,5 It is also possi-
ble that the crystals grow directly from the vapor
phase. Ice Ic would probably crystallize in a similar
octahedral form as diamond, inasmuch as they both
belong to the m3m crystal class.

Here we present photographs and computer simu-
ations of a halo display observed on 27 and 28 No-
ember 1997, from the foot of the persistently
teaming Lascar volcano ~23°229S 68°349W! in the
orthern Chilean altiplano. Apart from a number of
rominent halos that are due to pyramidal ice Ih
rystals, the display definitely contained several, pre-
iously undocumented halo phenomena, most of
hich can be satisfactorily explained by octahedral

ce Ic crystals falling in the air in a preferential ori-
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entation. This conclusion is further supported by
the unusually low temperatures measured at the up-
per part of the troposphere close to the observation
site.

2. Observed Halo Display

The halo display was first noticed on 27 November,
16:20 local time ~19:20 UT!. It appeared to be
caused by a thin, uniform high cloud that was almost
invisible except close to the horizon. The display
lasted until sunset. The following morning the dis-
play was again present in the sky, the appearance
being strikingly similar to that observed the previous
evening. As the Sun rose, the halo complex was
observed to undergo changes in the reverse direction
to those observed with the setting of the Sun the
previous evening. The display lasted until after-
noon, although by midday it had already started to
lose its intensity.

The range in solar elevations covered photograph-
ically during the two days was from approximately
21° to 66°. Given in chronological order, we present
five contrast-enhanced photographs @Figs. 1~a!–1~e!#
from the approximately 100 photographs that were
taken of the phenomena, distributed evenly in solar
elevation, showing the essential stages of the display.
For Figs. 1~a!–1~c! the time each photograph was
taken was recorded within an interval of 10–30 min.
There are no time recordings for Figs. 1~d! and 1~e!,

Fig. 1. Photographs of the display at solar elevation h of approxim
were taken on 27 November; the photograph in 1~e! is from the nex
right-hand corner. Image contrast was enhanced by digital imag
We processed the images by first applying an embossed filter and
value. The processed and the original images of the halo display
2

nd the estimate of solar elevation for these photo-
raphs is based on the solar elevation used in the
imulation that gives the best match with each pho-
ograph. The solar elevations used in the simula-
ion of Figs. 1~a!–1~c! agree with the time recordings
f the corresponding photographs to within 61.5°.

3. Simulation of the Display

Our halo simulation algorithm is similar to that of
Pattloch and Tränkle13 and of Tape.1 The simula-
tions do not take into account scattering caused by
the atmosphere or the increased optical depth of the
ice cloud near the horizon, both of which would tend
to weaken and diffuse the halos.14 Hence, weak ha-
los predicted by the simulations to be located close to
the horizon may be invisible in the observed display.

In the simulations five different crystal popula-
tions were used; three populations of ice Ic crystals
denoted as C-I, C-II, and C-III and two populations of
pyramidal ice Ih crystals denoted as H-I and H-II.
Of the ice Ic crystal populations, the first, C-I, con-
tains crystals with one octahedral face horizontally
oriented and with strong crystal tilting angles ~the
ariance in zenith angle of the crystallographic c axis!
nd one corner with a pronounced truncation @Fig.
~a!#. Crystals of the second population, C-II, are
andomly oriented with minimal truncation of two
rystal corners @Fig. 2~b!#. The analog of the orien-
ation pattern of crystals in population C-I has never

~a! 42°, ~b! 27, ~c! 12°, ~d! 21°, ~e! 66°. The photographs in ~a!–~d!
. The photograph in ~e! is slanted, with the horizon at the lower

cessing to compensate for the reduced resolution in reproduction.
by increasing the black-and-white image contrast to an optimal
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Table 2. Ray Paths for the Halos and Arcs that Appear in the
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before been documented for pyramidal Ih crystals.
However, the significantly dissimilar habit of cubic
ice crystals could permit them to maintain such an
orientation. In the simulation of Fig. 1~c!, one addi-
tional ice Ic population, C-III, is invoked, the crystals
having a vertically oriented c axis, strong crystal tilt-
ng angles, and, like C-II, minimal truncation of two
yramidal ends. A crystal of ice Ih population H-I,
riented with a vertical c axis, with small crystal
ilting angles and pronounced pyramidal truncation,
s shown in Fig. 3~a!. The second Ih population,
-II, contains almost randomly oriented crystals

Fig. 2. Crystals of cubic ice to simulate the halo display: ~a!
population C-I showing the orientation and the numbering of crys-
tal faces and ~b! populations C-II and C-III. Crystals in popula-
tion C-II are randomly oriented, in C-III they are not. C-III was
used only for the simulation of Fig. 1~d!.

Fig. 3. Pyramidal crystals of hexagonal ice for simulation of the
halo display: ~a! population H-I showing the orientation and the
numbering of the crystal faces and ~b! population H-II. Crystals
in the H-II population are almost randomly oriented with strong
deviation of the c-axis orientation.

Table 1. Param

Population H-I
Number of rays 3500 ~2000!
c-axis angleyvar.~°! 0y3 ~0y3.4!
Rotation around c-axis averageyvar.~°! Random
Trunc.yvar for faces 13 . . . 8 0.81y0.2 ~0.81y0.05!
Trunc.yvar for faces 23 . . . 8 0.2y0.2 ~0.18y0.05!

aVar is the variance of the Gaussian distribution. The c axis r
crystal’s principal axis. The c-axis angle is the average angle rela
means that the tilting direction of the c axis is perpendicular to o

here H and h are the nontruncated and truncated height of the
s a complete crystal with no truncation of the crystal ends!. Th
082 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 33 y 20 November 2000
ith strong crystal tilting angles and minimal pyra-
idal truncation @Fig. 3~b!#. Note that H-I and H-II

ack prism faces. More specific parameters for the
imulations are listed in Table 1.
Using the truncated octahedral model of ice Ic @Fig.

~a!# creates two distinct halo angles. Paths
hrough faces 1–23 have a minimum deviation of 19°,
hereas paths through faces 13–15 and 13–24 both
ave minimum deviation of 28°. A nontruncated ice
c crystal has only the 28° minimum deviation angle.
n ice Ih crystals, as in Fig. 3, four different refractive
ngles occur. The ray paths for these are 13–25,
3–16, 1–23, and 13–15, with corresponding mini-
um deviations of 18°, 20°, 23°, and 35°.
Solar angular distances of most of the halos and

Simulationsa

Population Halo Type Ray Path~s!

H-I 18° parhelia ~18P! 13–25
20° upper parhelion ~20UP! 13–16
20° lower parhelion ~20LP! 23–26
23° upper parhelion ~23UP! 1–23
23° lower parhelion ~23LP!* 13–2
35° upper parhelion ~35UP! 13–15
35° lower parhelion ~35LP! 23–25

H-II 18° halo ~18H! 13–25
20° halo ~20H! 13–16

C-I 28Ca* 13–15, 13–24
28Cb* 14–25, 23–25
28Cc* 14–16, 16–23, 23–14
28Cd* 26–24, 24–15, 15–26
19Ca* 1–26
19Cb* 1–23, 23–1
19Cc* 1–25

C-II 28° halo ~28H!* 13–15, 13–24

C-III 28Ce* 13–15

aFigures 2 and 3 provide the numbers for the ice Ih ~H! and ice
Ic ~C! crystal faces. The abbreviated halo names are within pa-
rentheses. The first number in the coding of the ice Ic halos ~19,
28! refers to the radius of the circular halo with which it is asso-
ciated. The two ray paths for arc 19Cb actually form two different
halo arcs, but the strong tilting angles of the crystals in the sim-
ulations cause these arcs to merge. Population C-III has been
invoked only for the simulation of Fig. 1~d! ~21° solar elevation!.
Halos and arcs for which we do not know of earlier photographic
documentation are marked by an asterisk.

for Simulationsa

-II C-I C-II C-III
500 ~3000! 5000 ~2000! 4500 ~2000! 2000
y25 ~0y30! 54.75y14 Random 0y15
andom 0y2.6 Random 0y5
.1y0.1 0.4y0.2 ~0.3y0.2! 0y0.05 0.05y0.05
.1y0.1 0y0.2 0y0.05 0.05y0.05

to the crystallographic axis. In the hexagonal system, it is the
o the vertical direction. The zero rotation angle around the c axis
e face. Truncation of a pyramidal end is defined as ~H 2 h!yH,

mid, respectively ~for example, a crystal with a truncation of zero
es within parentheses were used in Fig. 4~d!.
H
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arcs in the display were measured for different solar
elevations. They were obtained from the photo-
graphs by careful comparisons with a photograph of a
star field taken with the same lens. The agreement
between measured and calculated values of radii of
the circular halos was good in each case. Seven
measurements of the inner edge of the circular halo
with a supposed angular distance of 28° resulted in a
mean value of 28.4° 6 0.9°.

The names for halos used in this paper are as fol-
ows: no names for the previously unobserved or
npredicted arcs; for arcs arising from Ih crystals
ith vertically oriented c axes ~H-II! we use the term
arhelia after Tape.1 The circular halos that are

due to random orientation are referred to as such.
Ray paths for all the simulated halos are listed in
Table 2.

4. Analysis of the Phenomena by Computer
Simulations

Figure 1~a! presents the photographed halo display,
oon after detection, at a solar elevation of approxi-
ately 42°. In the simulation represented in Fig.

~a!, the previously undocumented halos are labeled
8Ca, 19Ca, and 19Cc. Arc 28Ca is clearly visible in
he photo. Both 19Ca arcs are not as clear because,
n the simulation as well as in the photograph, they
verlap with the ice Ih 18° circular halo ~18H!. This

gives an impression of the 18° circular halo being

Fig. 4. Outcome of simulations at the following solar elevations h
solid curve ~only arcs above the horizon are shown in the photogr
2

slightly brighter upward of the 18° parhelia ~18P!.
There is a slight discrepancy between the positioning
of the observed and the simulated effects of 19Ca; the
simulated 19Ca arc seems to be located slightly
higher than the observed arc. According to simula-
tions, arc 19Cc alone is a rather faint effect and con-
sequently is unlikely to explain the halo spot seen in
the photograph at the corresponding location. This
particular location is also illuminated in the simula-
tion by the ray path of the circular 20° halo ~20H! that
is due to ice Ih, but the resultant effect is still much
fainter than in the photograph, leaving some uncer-
tainty in its identification. The 28° halo, marked
28H in the simulation, shows up faintly in Fig. 1~a! to
the left and to the right of the Sun.

In Fig. 1~b!, at a solar elevation of approximately
7°, the display has not changed considerably from
he stage considered in Fig. 1~a!. The simulation in
ig. 4~b! predicts one new halo arc, 28Cd, which is
een in Fig. 1~b! as the more intense part of the
ircular 28° halo close to the horizon. A feature not
isible in the simulation is the pillarlike brightening
elow the Sun, which is noticeable in several photos,
ith a varying length and is clearly part of a Sun
illar caused by a greater density in cloud material.
Figure 1~c! presents a stage of the display at a solar

levation of approximately 12°. The corresponding
imulation in Fig. 4~c! was created by use of the same
rystal populations as in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. Be-

! 42°, ~b! 27, ~c! 12°, ~d! 21°, ~e! 66°. The horizon is marked by a
!.
: ~a
aphs
0 November 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 33 y APPLIED OPTICS 6083
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cause of the change in solar elevation, the resultant
intensity pattern is now markedly different from pre-
vious simulations. New ice Ic halos seen in the sim-
ulation are arcs 28Cc and 19Cb. Arc 28Cc is clear in
the photo, but 19Cb is occluded by another halo, the
20° upper parhelion ~20UP! above it.

In Fig. 1~d!, at a solar elevation of approximately
1°, arc 19Cb overlaps the 20° upper parhelion, as is

hown by the simulation in Fig. 4~d!. An interesting
eature in Fig. 1~d! is the faint brightening toward the
op of the circular 28° halo. Simulations that em-
loy the previously used parameters do not demon-
trate this effect. By introducing an additional
opulation ~C-III! of crystals of cubic ice ~see Table 1!,
alling with their c axes poorly oriented with the ver-
ical, this phenomenon appears and is labeled 28Ce
n Fig. 4~d!. This suggests that there was a swiftly
assing population of differently oriented cubic ice
rystals. At higher solar elevations @Figs. 1~a!–1~e!#
his crystal population would produce arcs that are
ot seen in the photos.
Figure 1~e! presents the display from the next day

t a solar elevation of approximately 66°. Simula-
ion parameters have been changed slightly from the
revious day ~see Table 1 for details!. The most con-
picuous halo in Fig. 1~e! is the arc farthest below the
un, labeled 28Cb in Fig. 4~e!, which represents the
orresponding simulation. As shown in Fig. 1~e! a
road circular halo appears at approximately 20°
rom the Sun. According to the simulation, from its
ower parts it is caused by several halos and arcs:
he 20° halo, the 18° halo, the 23° lower parhelion
23LP!, and arc 19Cc. Photographic measurements
rom the solar vertical of the outer edge of this broad
alo confirmed it to be 24.5° from the Sun. This
atches the theoretical location of the 23° lower par-

elion’s outer edge at this solar elevation. This
eems to be the first observation of the recently pre-
icted 23° lower parhelion.2 The inner edge of the
road haloing below the Sun is too faint to be mea-
ured reliably.

5. Discussion

The simulations show all the different halo arcs that
crystals, shaped and oriented as in Fig. 2~a!, would

roduce at the photographed solar elevations.
hese arcs can indeed be seen in the photographs,
lthough identification of arcs 19Cb and 19Cc is dis-
urbed by halo arcs from the ice Ih. In addition to
he solar elevations discussed in this paper we also
imulated other solar elevations for which photo-
raphs were available with the same crystal param-
ters but without invoking population C-III, and
ound that the resultant intensity patterns were a
ood match with the corresponding photographs. At
solar elevation of around 3°, however, an additional
alo arc is visible in our photographs, located at 11–
2° above the solar vertical. This arc, which does
ot appear in our simulations, matches the recently
iscovered arc of Moilanen that has been observed so
ar only at low solar elevations.15

Prior to invoking ice Ic crystals in our simulations,
084 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 33 y 20 November 2000
attempts were made to simulate the display by use of
hexagonal ice crystals with pyramidal apex angles
that differ from the common 56.14°. We found that
pyramidal crystal pyramid apex angles of 39°, 96°,
109°, and 142° produce circular halos of 27–29° radii
and associated arcs. However, the simulated inten-
sity patterns produced by these crystals could not be
matched with the observed display. Hexagonal
crystals have more possible ray paths through the
crystal than the form used for cubic ice, which results
in several halos and arcs that were not observed in
the display.

Weinheimer and Knight6 proposed an alternative
explanation for the 28° halo in 1987. They sug-
gested that the 28° halo could be caused by ray paths
through the basal faces of the initial form of hexag-
onal polycrystal. According to this hypothesis the
28° halo would be visible only for a short period of
time before the crystals grew into twin crystals.
However, in the display observed by us the crystal
populations seem to remain almost unchanged for
24 h. Although simulations with the polycrystal
would still be worth making, it is as yet beyond the
scope of our algorithm.

The resemblance between the shapes of crystals in
the ice Ic and the ice Ih populations ~Figs. 2 and 3! is
noticeable. The ice Ih crystals seem to lack prism
faces, as neither 22° nor 46° halos are seen. This is
an extraordinary situation. Inasmuch as ice Ic is
metastable relative to ice Ih, it may be possible that
the ice Ih crystals in this halo display have developed
from the Ic crystals. Alternatively, both ice Ih and
ice Ic crystals may have formed separately from the
frozen water droplets. Pyramidal ice Ih crystals are
traditionally thought to originate from frozen water
droplets.16

An upper air sounding ~Fig. 5! is available from 28
November from Antofagasta, a town located 250 km
west from the observation point. A minimum tem-
perature of 187 K was recorded at the 84.3-hPa level.
The wind at that level was from the west, at a speed
of 16 mys. With the wind 16 mys at 84.3 hPa blow-
ng toward the observation area, it would take ap-
roximately 4–5 h for air to reach the observation

Fig. 5. Atmospheric temperature recordings below 273 K for
Antofagasta on 28 November 1997 at 09:00 local time.
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site. As the radiosonde was released at 09:00 local
time, these data are representative of our observa-
tions between 13:00 and 14:00 local time. The dis-
play was still faintly visible at that time. If the
moisture that produced the halos was the layer
around 84.3 hPa in the sounding, these low temper-
atures in the upper troposphere would be in good
agreement with the low temperature requirement for
cubic ice formation.

Although direct evidence of atmospheric ice Ic is
still missing, we believe that ice Ic crystals have been
responsible for most of the new arcs observed in the
display. The overall agreement between the photos
and simulations is good, although there are still mi-
nor discrepancies in the details. Additional photo-
graphic records of these halos in the future are hoped
for. Should further observations be made of these
phenomena, they will possibly recur in connection
with halos caused by pyramidal ice Ih crystals.
Three other displays with 18° parhelia and a 23°
upper parhelion were observed at Lascar within one
month of the display described in this paper, perhaps
suggesting a regular presence of pyramidal Ih crys-
tals in the area. Crystal samples, taken during low-
level pyramidal ice Ih halo displays that occur in cold
polar climates, might also reveal the presence of some
cubic ice crystals among ordinary hexagonal crystals.

We thank Walter Tape and Timo Nousiainen for
their constructive comments and Günther Können
or providing the radiosonde readings.
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